
Place Making
with Fonn-
Based Codes
MARY E. MADDEN AND
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"Form-based codes" are on the

minds of developers, planning

professionals, and even citizens.

Most references to them are

enthusiastic, but some express

fear and trepidation. What are

these codes reallyabout?

More user friendly than conventional zoning,
form-based codes are written in plain English
and make liberal use of matrices, diagrams, and
other illustrations.
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FORM-BASED CODES ARE land develop-

ment regulations that emphasize the future

physical form of the built environment This

alone sparks public interest in the arcane field

of zoning codes. Other enthusiasm stems from

a widespread distrust of to day's fragmented

processes for approving new development-

the system is broken on many levels, and new

approaches are desperately needed.

Form-based codes are becoming increas-

ingly popular in communities seeking practical

ways to grow smarter. Most z°l'!ing and subdi-

vision ordinances actually promote the sprawl-

ing development pattems that citizens oppose.

Developers often agree with the citizens, yet

find that mixed uses and pedestrian-friendly

streets are difficult, if not illegal, to build.

large cities have begun to consider form-

based codes. In Denver, for instance, officials

have started to rewrite their entire zoning

code after discovering that it contains disin-

centives for the very types of development

the city is seeking. Miami is in the midst of

rewriting its entire code, using form-based

techniques on a larger

scale than ever before

attempted.

But even with the

enthusiasm they currently

generate, form-based

codes often are not well

understood. How exactly

do they differ from other

regulatory techniques? If a

city wants to evaluate

form-based coding, what

do elected officials, devel.

opers, and planning

staffers need to know?
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The Basics

Form-based code is a new

term forthe evolving tech-

niques that regulate the

development of land forthe

purpose of achieving a spe-

cific urban form. Cities and

counties across the country

are finding that conven-

~ tional zoning is not fulfilling

~ this essential goal of town

~ planning.
~ Thefailureofzoningto:I

0: carry out physical plans

~ for a community's future



hould not be surprising, because zoning

(riginatedas a means to isolate and segre-

rte land uses. Eightyyears after the u.s.
iupreme Court authorized local govemments

) zone land, zoning practice is still mired in

olvingproblems of that era rather than the
urrentone.

Some land uses must be segregated

eeause they create excessive noise or truck

alfie. However, many other land uses can

oexistand benefit from their proximity to

ach other, yet are forbidden from doing so

ecause the techniques of zoning by use have

eeome so entrenched as to seem utterly nat-
ralto citizens and elected officials alike.

One key to the harmonious mixing of land

ses is to arrange them on streets and blocks

lat function together to create an attractive

)ublie realm." This realm may be a dignified

arkor plaza, but it is most often a street of
loderate dimensions and traffic flow with

dewalks and rows of street trees.

In urban settings, frontyards are small or

Dnexistent;in less intensive settings, they are

Tlpleand effectively extend the public realm

,includethe frontyards on both sides. When

Jildingsand the public realm are consistently

laped in this manner, the uses within indi-

dual structures are far less important than in

mventionalsuburban configurations.

Foml-based codes regulate the key aspects

i urban form, such as the height of build-

p, how close structures are to the street,

Id windows and doors on walls facing
reets and other public spaces. They also
I
)vemthe streets themselves so that the

I'eetsand buildings work together to create

lesirablepublic realm-adding value to

:eryproperty in the process.
Foml-based codes are sometimes con-

ed with design guidelines, which try to

ntrolhow buildings look. Design guidelines

lergedfrom the historic preservation world

DowntownKendall
THIRTY-FIVE YEARS AGO,DadelandMall's
first buildings emerged on Kendall Drive, a

narrow country road just beyond the Miami

metropolis. Fast-forward to today, when two

transit stops are located within walking dis-
tance-but who would walk clear across a

mall parking lot in the Rorida heat?

Now that the region has sprawled as far

as it can go toward the Everglades, great

sites like the 338 acres (136.8 ha) that

include the 14 million-square-foot (130,232-

sq-m) Dadeland Mall seem wasted on a

low-slung automobile-dominated pattem.

Redevelopment planningwas instigated

by a local business group, ChamberSouth.

The resulting plan seemed unrealatthetime.

The parking lots and single-use apartment

buildings were gone; themallremained but
was hidden behind new structures.

The master plan featured mixed-use

buildings fronting on a network of intercon-

nected streets, parking garages placed

and are well suited to evaluating how a reno-
vation or new structure would fit into the con-

text of a historic district. Design guidelines are

also used to influence the architectural style

of buildings in other contexts.

Design guidelines usually require laborious

reviews by public agencies, eliminating the pre-

dictability that is the hallmark of a good regula-
tion. Well-writtenform-based codes are more

objective and easier to implement than design

guidelines and they avoid most of the types of

quarrels that erupt over architectural style.

Beyond Greenfield Development

Initially,form-based codes were developed as

sets of instructions for developers to use when

developing greenfield sites. later, they were

-~

The vision for downtown Kendall.

mid-block to replace the vast expanses of

surface parking, and the transit stops be-

coming the focal points with the greatest

intensity of development

To implement this vision, a form.based

code was adopted by officials of Miami-

Dade County in 1999 to replace the prior

suburban zoning. Downtown Kendall is now

emerging from the ground, remarkably like

the 1998 master plan.

adapted through the planned unit develop-

ment (PUD)process as a regulatory tool for

local govemments to ensure that promised

development pattems were carried out.

Gaithersburg, Maryland, for example, used

this approach to accommodate the develop-

ment of the Kentlands during the late 1980s;

there was no other regulatory technique avail-

able for creating new traditional neighbor-

hoods in that city.

A dozen years ago, form-based codes

began being used in redevelopment and revi-

talization scenarios. Coding techniques had to
evolve once the interests of hundreds of dif-

ferent property owners would be affected.

West Palm Beach, Rorida, adopted a form-

based code in 1994 for its entire downtown.

I

III

III
I
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ColumbiaPike
ARLINGTON COUNTY, VIRGINIA, has

seen explosive development along the

Metro (subway) corridors over the past 30

years, while Columbia Pike, the 3.5-mile

(s.6-km) "Main Street" for the southern

portion of the county, has languished.

Although it is a historic thoroughfare

running from the Pentagon to the Arling-

ton/Fairfax County line, its current form

resembles strip commercial zones every-

where: an arterial that carries approxi-

mately 30,000 vehicles a day, varying in

width from four to six lanes and lined pri-

marily with parking lots and low buildings.

Columbia Pike was the most underde-

veloped area in a county that is otherwise

built out County leaders wanted to encour-

age economic development and also create

a mixed-use pedestrian environment that

would allow for future light rail or bus rapid

transit.

During an intensive two-year visioning

process, the county recognized that its reg-

ulations would never produce the desired

results, a traditional Main Street. The effort

led to the adoption of a form-based code

in 2003.

The Columbia Pike code is optional-

all existing zoning remains in place-with

incentives such as expedited review to

encourage its use. Since passage, the vast

majority of development proposals have

opted to use the new form-based code.
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In the wake of Hurricane Katrina, many

coastal communities are discovering that their

historic cores cannot be rebuilt after disaster

strikes. The magnitude of the recovery effort
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has led many of them to explore a model

form-based code known as the SmartCode to

sidestep the need for customized codes for

each community. The goal is to re-create the

historic form of the older sections of town,

rather than the sprawl around the edge, and

to rebuild "better than before."

The next frontier for form-based codes is

to carry out regional planning. By extending

the tools used to regulate urban form in small

areas, regional development pattems can also

be coded (for instance, laying out intercon-

nected road networks and allowing for re-

gional stormwater management). It is no

longer credible to believe that incremental

development decisions are sufficient to shape

regional growth pattems.

Form-based codes focus on end results-

the creation of desirable physical places. They

are ideal for jurisdictions seeking a funda-

mental change in urban form and character-

for instance, when redeveloping areas that

have become obsolete or which were poorly

planned at the outset.

Whether it is a greyfield conversion of a

dead mall or revitalization of an aging com-

mercial corridor, a shared physical vision for

the desired character is the essential first

step. Form-based codes quantify that vision

into physical parameters that replace the pre-

existing zoning standards.

Typically, the result is the regulation of pri-

vate and public development to create valu-

able public spaces that did not exist before.

For instance, overly wide streets can be con-

verted into places where pedestrians and com.

merce can meet to their mutual benefit; new

public spaces such as plazas can create cen-

ters of attention in homogeneous subdivisions.

Form-based codes can also be used for

finer-grained projects, such as infill redevelop-

ment downtown or in bypassed city neighbor-

hoods, or as a tool for regulating new con-

struction in historic districts. These codes can

be written to protect the existing urban fabric,

or they can serve to transform it.

National Trends

Cities and counties across the country are

replacing parts oftheir conventional zoning with

form-based codes, to enable local govemments

to carry out visionary place-making plans.

One prominent example is in unincorpo-

rated Dade County, Rorida, where land around

the Dadeland Mall, a regional shopping attrac.

tion, is being converted into a downtown for

the sprawling community of Kendall.



Another is Columbia Pike, where Arlington

County, Virginia, officials seek to revitalize an

aging commercial corridor that has seen little

development over the past 40 years. Even
underthe currentstrong market conditions,

redevelopment under existing zoning has

proven virtually impossible.

In St. Lucie County, Rorida, 28 square

miles C:72sq km) on the outskirts of Fort

Piercehave been planned by county officials

for several new towns and villages. A new

form-based code has just been adopted to

ensure that the towns and villages are built

with traditional neighborhoods while the sur-

rounding countryside is preserved for agricul-

ture and habitat restoration.

Municipal officials in Petaluma, Califomia,

have created a new vision for Central Peta-

luma, which has been dominated by freight

transport along the Petaluma River and rail

lines. A new form-based code has replaced

the city's conventional zoning for the entire

area and promotes narrower streets, wider

sidewalks, and minimum building heights

to create urban character near the historic

downtown.

Advantages

More user friendly than conventional zoning,

form-based codes are written in plain English

and make liberal use of matrices, diagrams,

and other illustrations.

Form-based codes are written to fulfill a

specific physical vision for a place. Which

neighborhood pattems should be retained

and protected? Which are obsolete and

should be replaced? These decisions need to

be based on a broad public consensus.

This "upfronf' agreement on the desired

future, often reached through a public participa-

tion charrette or some other visioning method,

allows for the creation of precise and objective

codes that can remove much of the politics and

uncertainty from the approval process.

A code with clear and concise rules can

deliver predictability for both the developer

and the community. For fundamental issues

about the creation of public spaces, such as

avoiding blank walls or parking lots along

sidewalks, the rules are very strict. Other is-

sues are truly less important for urban form,

such as micromanagement of parking or of

what uses can take place in each building

If:

St. LucieCounty
WAVES OF DEVELOPMENTacross Rorida

are rendering many communities unrecog-

nizable. As the wave began to displace

valuable agricultural lands on the outskirts

of Fort Pierce in St. Lucie County, it collided
with local residents who understood the

damage inherent in poorly planned, widely

dispersed development.

After growth was temporarily stopped,

residents began to realize it was the form

of new development-not growth itself-
that was their real concem.

Assisted by the Treasure Coast Regional

Planning Counci~ the community and

county officials agreed on a master plan for

28 square miles (72 sq km) of farmland.

This plan included several new towns and

villages surrounded by countryside that

would be preserved for agriculture and

habitat restoration. A central backbone

system for water management would

CentralPetaluma
CITY OFFICIALS IN PETALUMA, Califor-

nia, have created a new vision for Central

Petaluma, a 4°o-acre (162-ha) area adja-
cent to Petaluma's historic downtown.

This plan would extend the form and

character of the pedestrian-oriented down-

town into an area historically occupied by

industrial uses that depended on a river-

based economy and transport system that

no longer exists.

With other parts of Petaluma already

built out, this area represented a unique

opportunity for new development that

could complement the historic downtown
and connect it to the river.

Central Petaluma will contain a range of
residential and commercial uses that can

coexist in proximity to one another to

create a lively urban environment. The his-

toric Petaluma Depot would be restored for

passenger service and become the bus
transit center while the river itself becomes

the focus of civic life.

A new form-based code, based on the

model SmartCode, has replaced the city's

conventional zoning for the entire area. Dif-

'.....
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Concept for Towns/Villages/Countryside plan in
St. Lucie County.

replace the current system of straight-line

agricultural canals that overdrain the land

and pollute the Indian River Lagoon.

A new form-based code has just been

adopted to ensure that the towns and vil-

lages are built with traditional neighbor-

hoods while the surrounding countryside is

permanently preserved through the transfer

of development rights.
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First Street warehouses in

central Petaluma in January
2004.
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ferent sections of the site are coded for

varying densities, minimum and maximum

building heights, parking areas, and per-

centages of frontage types. The code clearly

describes new streets, open spaces, roads,

and even structures facing the river. Of

greatest importance, the new code allows

for the mixing of stores, homes, and work-

places as found in the historic downtown.
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ForMoreInformation

[>Form-basedcodes:

www.formbasedcodes.org

[>DowntownKendall:doverkohl.com/
proiect_detail-pages/kendall_new.html

[>ColumbiaPike:See"NewPlanningTool
Adopted,"Urbanland,June2003,page32

[>St.LucieCounty:tcrpc.org/departments/
studio/sUucie_charrette/implementation
_schedule.htm

[>CentralPetaluma:cityofpetaluma.net/
cdd/cpsp.html

over time; those rules are much more lenient

than in today's zoning codes.

A well-written form-based code avoids the

typical scenarios facing developers:

[>Wasting time and money on a concept that

ends up being unacceptable to a community.

[> Fearing to propose something desirable

because too many variances or discretionary

approvals would be required.

[> Inquiring as to desirable uses on a site and

being told with a shrug to come back with a

proposal.
The guessing game is removed when a

community writes what is desired into its

codes. The new process can replace grueling

public hearings in which each proposal is

picked apart, redesigned from the dais, or

sent back to the drawing board, only to end

up with unexpected special conditions or out-

right denial influenced by whoever shows up

at the final public hearing.
When consensus has been built at the

beginning of the planning and coding

process, and the rules are clear and concise,

the approval process can be much quicker, if

not absolutely streamlined. As Peter Park,

Denver's planning director, has asked, ''Why

shouldn't Denver streamline permitting of

development that matches what the city
wants?"

Disadvantages

The advantages of form-based codes come with

certain costs. Building consensus on a physical

vision takes time, patience, and resources-and

there is no guarantee of success.
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Once a shared vision has been reached, it

must be converted into objective code provi-

sions that replace contradictory provisions in

the existing ordinances. Without this step, a

visionary plan stands little chance of influenc-

ing the future of a community.

It is a true test of patience and persever-

ance for elected officials to stay the course

when the inevitable naysayers appear at the
last minute and want to rethink the shared

vision that they were too busy to help formu-

late. Developers, who stand to benefit from

the new system, often remain silent or even

block the new code's path if they are focused

only on their current project rather than the

long-term vitality of the community.

Developers who are locked into old devel-

opment pattems may also object to form-

based codes. Change can be difficult; devel-

opers of conventional strip centers may

admire more intense mixed-use buildings, but

fear the risk of a different devel?pment pat-
tem or fear out-of-town competitors with more

experience with mixed-use buildings or tradi-

tional neighborhood development techniques.

The development approval process in

much of the United States has proven to be

antagonistic, expensive, unpredictable, and
unsustainable. Form-based codes are crafted

around consensus, straightforward to imple-

ment, and built on the ideal of creating

places of enduring value. As Arlington devel-

oper David DeCamp stated when discussing

the Columbia Pike experience, "It helps to
begin with the end in mind."

MARY MADDEN is a principal in the Washington.

D.C.-based urban design and town planning firm Fer-

rell Madden Associates. LLC.BILL SPIKOWSKI is a

principal in Spikowski Planning Associates. located in

Fort Myers, Florida. They are founding board members

of the Form-Based Codes Institute.

The Role of
Banks in
Community
Reinvestment
MIKE SHERIDAN

Regionaland communitybanks

are helping lead the way in

community revitalization,noting

that not only is it a profitable

niche, but that it also is rewarding

to make a differencein their

communities.
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